WORD SCRAMBLE!

Find new words that are presented on WordGirl by unscrambling the letters below. For a list of the words, see the bottom of the page.

1. rczya (hint: Rhymes with “lazy”)________________
2. midit (hint: Describes Eugene on “WordGirl”)________________
3. zzpziaz (hint: Sounds almost like “pizza”)________________
4. vsoicui (hint: Really, really mean)________________
5. dnye (hint: “I didn’t do it!”)________________
6. arsbdru (hint: Silly or ridiculous)________________
7. rorahb (hint: Where you park a boat)________________
8. adzlingz (hint: Shiny, sparkling)________________
9. dowrca (hint: The Lion in “The Wizard of Oz”)________________
10. meldohsi (hint: The opposite of “build”)________________
11. smceeh (hint: An evil plan)________________
12. eeilbflfx (hint: You need to be this to touch your toes)________________
13. eeexrtm (hint: Rhymes with “ice cream”)________________
14. mnocomoti (hint: To make a lot of noise)________________
15. iuibosvol (hint: The opposite of “aware”)________________

dazzling, harbor, extreme, demolish, crazy, pizzazz,

commotion, scheme, absurd, timid, vicious, oblivious, coward, deny
WORD SCRAMBLE ANSWER SHEET

Find new words that are presented on WordGirl by unscrambling the letters below. For a list of these words, see the bottom of the page.

1. rczya  CRAZY
2. midit  TIMID
3. zzpzia  PIZZAZZ
4. vsoicui  VISCIOUS
5. dnye  DENY
6. arsbdru  ABSURD
7. rorahb  HARBOR
8. adzlingz  DAZZLING
9. dowrca  COWARD
10. meldohsi  DEMOLISH
11. smceeh  SCHEME
12. eeilblfx  FLEXIBLE
13. eeexrtm  EXTREME
14. mnocomoti  COMMOTIO
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